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SAP BW/4HANA

STARTING YOUR BW/4HANA
JOURNEY
What is BW/4HANA?
SAP BW/4HANA is the next generation
SAP Business Warehouse powered by
SAP HANA. This latest data warehouse
software runs on the SAP HANA platform.
It delivers new levels of simplicity for
building and operating data warehouse
solutions with flexible data management
capabilities in a modernised user
experience.

It brings all of your SAP and external data
together and makes it actionable. A data
warehouse solution built on BW/4HANA
can accelerate your business into real
time, eliminating the barriers between
operations and analysis and putting data
in front of decision makers throughout
your business.

The solution has been designed from the
ground up to simplify the provisioning of
timely business insights. You can now
capitalise on the full value of all data, and
innovate with one trusted source for
company-wide intelligence, that runs on
SAP HANA.
We have a proven methodology that
supports all phases of the BW/4
migration. Our specialists also cover
affected areas like EPM, authorization and
the SAP portal. Any repetitive tasks can
be directed to our dedicated resources
offshore.

SAP BW/4HANA is SAP’s next generation data warehouse solution. It is a new product, built entirely on one
of the most advanced in-memory platforms today - SAP
HANA.
NTT DATA Business Solutions

• Brings all your data together
• Simple and fast modelling
• Flexible data storage
management

How can NTT DATA Business Solutions Help?
NTT DATA Business Solutions has already a proven track
record with many migrations from classic SAP BW to SAP
BW/4HANA. itelligence Denmark has been in charge of one
of the biggest migrations in the world. We have proven that
our technical insight, estimation method and migration
methodology will deliver a successful result. No matter the
size of your current system.
We offer the below services to help you on your
journey, and make sure you reach your goal.
BW/4HANA Assessment
We will run a readiness check on your system identifying
what obstacles need to be cleared before your can migrate
to a BW/4HANA system
Together we will determine the best path to BW/4HANA.
We will deliver an estimate and a high-level project plan
We can also assist you with any impact an S/4HANA
migration will have on your BW system and BI strategy

-

BW/4HANA Clean-Up
Every system is different, but almost all running systems
contain a certain amount of waste. This could be: Not
used data-flows, process chains, obsolete web-templates
or just data that needs to be deleted. There is no point in
migrating objects that are not used or paying for storage
that is not needed
We will identify the cleaning options and together with you
remove what is not used

-

BW/4HANA Migration
This is the full package. If not already done, we will
start with an assessment. Once we have determined
the best path for your migration to BW/4HANA, we will
make a detailed project plan with the tasks and resource
allocation
Dependent on your wishes, we can make a fast, slow or
flexible migration. We can lead the whole migration and
supply the resources, or we can do a joint venture with a
mixed set of resources
We have a proven methodology and are able to split
the migration into smaller work-packages which will be
handled locally or shipped to our dedicated resources
offshore
We will migrate your system with minimal risk, minimal
price and hardly any disturbance of the ongoing business
We will train your resources in BW/4HANA so they
are ready to use all the new benefits of future data
warehousing

-

Want to know more?
Do not hesitate to contact us:
Tel.: +45 2262 6465
Email: Anders.Kortbaek@nttdata.com
Since April 1, 2021 itelligence is operating as NTT DATA Business Solutions
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